
 

It. 
No.

Description of Item Qty. Rate Per Amount

1

335.00 825.05 Cmt. 276391.75

Cmt.

2

218.00 761.55 Cmt. 166017.90
Cmt.

3

331.00 244.65 Cmt. 80979.15
Cmt.

4

553.00 109.00 Cmt. 60277.00
Cmt.

5

331.00 65.00 Cmt. 21515.00
Cmt.

Spreading of boulders (63mm to  90mm size machine
cut B .T. metal & (40mm to 63mm size )     including
filling the interstices and forming surface to  required
camber and gradient     as  per requirement including
cost of labour for hire charges  for all tools , plants and
machinery etc. complete as directed.

Spreading murrum/blindage to road crust for filling gaps
in stone aggregates and leveling to camber and gradient
as to camber and gradient as required including
watering to WBM and also spreading murrum/blindage
in required pattern for road site for filling and watering
the same to OMC including cost of all tools, plants,
machinery etc. complete as directed. 

SCHEDULE : B :

Collecting,  Carting and Stacking Boulders  (63 mm to
90 mm. Size) at site of Work in diffrent stacks over
through required including cost of filling measure boxes
of standard sizes , including cost of all taxes , octroi
loading, unloading charges of vehicles , shifting charges
of excess material unloaded at one place to other place
to be used for the same site and stacking with all lead
and carting etc. complete.

Collecting Carting  and stacking Under Size metal (40
mm to 63 mm. Size) at site of work in difrent stacks over
through required including cost of filling measure boxes
of standard sizes , including cost of all taxes , octroi
loading, unloading charges of vehicles , shifting charges
of excess material unloaded at one place to other place
to be used for the same site and stacking with all lead
and carting etc. complete.

Collecting, Carting and Stacking murrum/bindage of
very fine size for road at site of work in all different
stackes over through out the length of road or where
ever required including cost of all taxes, octroi, loading
unloading any charges of excess materials, loading at
one place to other place to be used for the same site
and stacking with all lead and lift and carting etc.
complete. 

ANAND AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
ANAND

Name of work :- Construction of WBM farm road for Navli Nadesari RRS farm at AAU, Anand.



6

2905.00 9.75 Smt. 28323.75
Smt.

7 P/L and fixing ( two level or slope ) and jointing RCC
light duty NP /2 pipe of 450mm dia . With collars . Butt
ends prepared for collar joints including testing of
joints etc complete as directed by Engineer -in-charge 20.00 908.00 rmt 18160.00

rmt TOTAL 651664.55

Executive Engineer

Contractor's sign   Executive Engineer
Place

I / We hereby agree to carryout and complete the above mentioned work at _______% 
________________________________________________________  Percentage ) above / below than the 
rates mentioned for above item in Scheduble -"B".

Rolling and  consolidating of Solling including watering
and  rolling in layers (main layer including binding
material for boulders 63mm to 90mm size with
power/Vibrator roller of 8.0 T  to 12.0 T capacity
including filling in depression with occurs during the
process including cost of labour hire charges for tools ,
plants and    machinery and fuel etc . complete as
directed.






